ON-VIEW: APRIL 22 - MAY 10, 2024
RECEPTION: APRIL 25, 5:30 - 7:30PM

DESCRIPTION:
A presentation of works by graduating BA and BFA students in the Bingham and Josephine Galleries.


PARTICIPATING ARTISTS:
CAMILLA ALMAGUER
FIORELLA ALMAGUER
CHRISTINE AMLING
NATALIE ANGLEN
ABBY BOTTS
GABBY DAUGHERTY
MEAGHAN FLEMING
LYDIA FRANCE
SOPHIE FROESE
ABBY HARPENAU
ELLY HOOD
FELIX HOOK
ZEKKIA HIRD
MALIK IBDAH
ESRA JACKSON
MADOLYN JEWELL
CIERRA LOGAN
BAILEY NEIGHBOR
BEKAH SELKOE
GAGE SHROUT
GNGR
ALONZO WILLIAMS